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little orchestra is an artistic design concept of music packaging where the cd cover itself makes music using 
the air flow produced on opening and closing. each of 30 handmade cd boxes plays its own tune. the complete 
collection of musical cd boxes comprises a full orchestral composition. 

elisabeth kopf  
idea, concept, instrumental mechanism, design, production
martin zrost
 box music, box tuning

little orchestra
cd packaging makes music
vienna art orchestra – 20th anniversary
special packaging edition

werner korn
creative and technical co-operation, co-production
richard wagner, michael waismayer, loredana flore, rudolf kopf
executive support
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one cd box consists of two translucent blue cases made of plexiglas where the inner case fits tightly into the outer 
one. both cases have holes in precisely defined positions. when the inner case is pulled out, its holes meet those 
of the outer case while air is drawn into the box. this draught subsequently passes through small brass compo
nents and causes tiny plates to vibrate, producing sound. the size of the vibrating plates determines the tone and 
pitch. the position of the holes in the outer case generates the rhythm and melody. when the case is pushed back 
in, air flows out, stimulating a different set of plates. 

how it works
air, holes, languets
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vienna                                                                                   art                                                                                 orchestra

the complete set of Musical CD Boxes is organized in three groups: boxes 1 to 12 constitute the group vienna, 
playing viennese waltz and folk music; 13 to 20 form the group art, exploring the musical and instrumental 
potential of the boxes; and 21 to 30 represent the group orchestra, 10 complementary tunes offering a wide 
variety of orchestral arrangements.

the score
of the packaging music

vienna: box 1 – box 12
art: box 13 – box 20
vienna: box 21 – box 30
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1998

  
 „Kleines Orchester
          BoxenMusik
 von Martin Zrost
                       aus
        MusikBoxen
 von Elisabeth Kopf
                         31/30“

the cd features the music of the cd packaging in various arrangements. 
the cd cover design illustrates the design and mechanism of the original musical cd boxes.

the cd
of the packaging music

elisabeth kopf
idea, concept, packaging design
martin zrost
composition, arrangements, recordings
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cd packaging covers music ... makes music ... is music ...

exhibitions & 
live performances

gallery lisi hämmerle, bregenz, austria
above
vienna art orchestra, anniversary world tour 1997
right
and others ...
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